Fact Sheet

Workers’ Compensation
Claims Processing
Platform for the
Enterprise
Overview
CLAIMExpert is a SaaS based workers’
comp claims processing platform that
integrates with existing claims systems
and partner connections to control your
medical spend and streamline your
claims handling process. CLAIMExpert
creates a highly audit-able workflow
and greatly increases speed and
accuracy in the claims handling
process.

Key Benefits

Clients see 11
points of medical
loss improvement
in the first year.

CLAIMExpert
proven to free up
to 40% of the
Adjusters day.

SaaS delivery
model means no
capital outlay or
upfront costs.
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Day One Positive ROI
CLAIMExpert reduces medical spend dramatically from day one, which can be as little as 90 days
from contract execution. Outcomes are improved day one. Operating efficiencies are realized day
one. Bottom Line - Implementing CLAIMExpert is a cash positive event day one.
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Eliminate Compliance and IT Headaches with CLAIMExpert
CLAIMExpert is delivered as Software as a Service (SaaS) and configured by Acrometis. You don’t
have to find capital for software licenses or consulting fees. Once CLAIMExpert begins processing
incoming claim documents, you only pay a per-document fee. Acrometis keeps CLAIMExpert
current with jurisdictional changes, enabling your operations to always maintain compliance.
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CLAIMExpert acts as a hub for all of your disparate claims related systems,
enabling easy interconnections and future upgrades with minimal IT involvement.

acrometis.com

How CLAIMExpert Works
CLAIMExpert is a comprehensive
claim processing system with a
customizable, expert-based ruledriven engine that automatically
routes electronic claim files and
related notes, schedules and
executes tasks, flags priorities and
anomalies, communicates with
vendors, and pays medical bills.
Features include adjudication of
workers’ compensation medical
bills to state fee schedules and PPO
networks, robust bill review rule sets,
seamless integration with payment processing, and custom-tailored workflow design. It dramatically
increases productivity, speed, accuracy, and data access.
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Workers’ Comp Best-Practice Based Implementation
The extensive expert ruleset and experience of the implementation team allows for you to begin
using CLAIMExpert in as few as 90 days. The Acrometis implementation team takes responsibility
for connecting CLAIMExpert to your business and tailoring it to fit your business. Our team of
workers’ comp business experts will map your current systems, partner connections and business
processes. Then integrating that information with our 10,000+ expert rules, the Acrometis team will
configure CLAIMExpert to your specific needs.

Included with CLAIMExpert

Acrometis’ Managed Care Gateway is delivered as
a core component of all of our offerings, enabling
payers to easily manage, evaluate and optimize
their managed care vendors without lengthy, costly,
difficult implementations or discontinuation.

ClaimQuik is a document management system
custom built for the unique needs of handling
workers’ compensation claims. Quickly find claim
documents, view all documents related to a claim,
and easily package sets of claim documents for
delivery to third parties.

About Acrometis
Acrometis offers the most complete and automated claims processing platform on the market
designed specifically for the workers’ compensation industry. Our precision and intuition allows
us to stay flexible and relevant in an ever-changing, demanding marketplace.
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Since 2002, we have provided trusted workers’ comp claim management expertise with
our industry proven technology solutions.
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acrometis.com

Learn More About CLAIMExpert
Visit www.Acrometis.com or call 855.282.1476 to learn more about how
we can help your claims operations and
see a demo of CLAIMExpert.

